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1. Hierarchical and solidarity interpersonal relationships exist in any society, but the 

extent to which they are associated with the native speaker's socio-cultural and lin

guistic sensitivity varies from language to language. The aim of this paper is to observe 

the function and interaction of power and solidarity .that underlie the usages of address 

and reference (hereafter, A-R) terms in American English (hereafter, AE), Japanese 

(hereafter, J), and Korean (hereafter, K) . While Q.iscussing various common aspects of 

the three languages in section 2, we will observe in section 3 cross-cultural relativity 

in the use of A-R terms. 

Except for A-R terms, AE does not have any systematic structural parallels 

with the patterns of J and K honorifics. This has led us to choose these terms for our 

comparative study, although, even here, AE has a much more restricted set compared 

with ] and K. Our study is also motivated partly by the fact that a reasonable num

ber of studies on the subject covering each of the three languages is already available 

and partly by the common belief that modes of A-R indicate social structure and social 

change (e.g., HowelI 1967). 

Before the main theme of this paper, i. e., semantic and sociolinguistic aspects, 

is taken up, the syntactic structure and lexicon of the A-R terms of the three lan

guages are in order, which may be given as in (l) . Terms in J and K are derived from 

(la) alone, whereas those in AE require the mirror image transformation as given in 

(Ib), an implicational effect of the difference between SOY and SVO languages. 

(

Pp . I (AxT) 
(l) a. i) A-R Terms -+ (NAME) (StT) 

AtD 

ii) NAME --+ (LN) (FN) 1 

* A preliminary version of this paper was presented at a colloquium sponsored by the 
Language Research Institute of Seoul Nat iona l University in June 1983. We want to thank Gerald 
B. Mathias for his valuable comments on this paper. Many thanks also go to William Beers for 
his research ass istance. The r esearch was pa qly supported by an Instructional Improvement grant 
(to Kyoko Hijirida ) and a Center for As ian and Pacific Studies fellowship (to Ho-min Sohn) of the 
Un iversity of Hawaii. A 1983 U.S. Department of Education Fulbright-Hays fellowship awarded 
to Ho-min Soh n has enabled him to present the original version at th e above- mentioned colloquium 
aI)d has led him to prepare the final version in Seoul for publication. 

1 Middle name in AE is omitted her e in that it is usually not expressed in daily conversations. 
Only in exceptional cases, however, are there some people who prefer to be called with a nick
name (Nn) derived from their middle narrte-, ;as in Bart (Gerald B. Mathias) and Paul (C. Paul Dredge), 
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j
FFN 

iii) FN -+ Nn 

AfNn 

iv) StT -+ j~~ 
KT 

lRonT 
v) AxT ---+ V o~S 

Where PP: personal pronoun; StT: stem title; AxT: affixal title; AtD: 

attention drawer; LN: last or family name; FN: first. or given name; 

FFN: full given name; Nn: nickname; AfNn: affectionate nickname; 

GT: general title; PT: professional title; KT: kinship title/term; RonT: 

honorific title; VocS: vocative suffix. 

b. Mirror Image Rule for AE Terms (Obligatory) 

XI.. ... Xn-l, Xn ===> Xn, Xn-I. .... Xl 

where X is a lexical category or a zero. 

c. Lexicon2 

pp3: AE. I; you; he/she; ... 

J. ##watakusi, #atakusi (female speaker only), (#)watasi, (#)atasi, 

boku (male speaker only), ore (male speaker only) '1'; anata, anta, 

kimi (male speaker only), omae (male speaker only) 'you'; #D-kata 

'he/she,' D-hito 'he/she,' kare 'he,' kanozyo 'she,' D-ko 'child'; ... 

K. ##ce, na '1'; tangsin, caney (usually male speaker), ne 'you'; # 

D-pun 'he/she,' D-i 'he/she,' D-salam 'he/she,' D-ay 'child'; ... 

where # # marks very deferential and # average deferential forms; 

(#) in J means that the form is deferential when used by a male 

but it is not when used by a female4
; and D- stands for a demonstrative 

(e.g., J kono/K i- 'this'). 

AtD: AE. look, excuse me, hallo, hey, say, honey, ... 

J. mosimosi 'hallo,' ano, tyotto 'excuse me,' ooi 'look here, ' ... 

K. yeposeyyo 'hallo,' yepo 'hallo~ honey,' ce 'excuse me,' eyi, yay 

2 We will quote J and K personal names as they are actually spelled, although they may not 
be in accord with any standardized romanization. For the romanization of Korean forms other 
than personal names, the Yale system will be followed. 

3 Pronouns are used only as r eference terms except for the second person ptonouns which, 
due to their reference to addressees, may a lso be used ;'S address terms, albeit quite unusually, 
as in "Hey you, where are you going?" 

• Through an experimenta l study, Mochizuki (1980) obse rves that (a) the male atasi denotes 
more politeness (pe rhaps due to the femininity of the form) and more formality than the female 
atasi, (b) the male walasi denotes a high degree of politeness and formality, and (c) the deletion 
is more polite and formal than watasi in female speech. Similarly, Ide (1982: 358) points out that 
the male watasi is honorific whereas the female watasi is not. 
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'look here,' __ _ 

LN: AE. Smith, Reagan, Carter, Martin, 

l Tanaka, Yamamoto, Hijirida, __ _ 

K Kim, Lee, Park, Sohn, __ . 

FFN: AE. Peter, James, Robert, Christine, 

l Masao, Kyoko, Muneo, Hiroshi, _.

K Yongho, Homin, Swukhi, Yongja, .. , 

Nn: AE. (Peter), Jim, Bob, Chris, ... 
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J. (Individual nicknames are fashionable among high school students.) 

K (Not systematically developed_ Dialectally, the last syllable of the full 

first name may be used_) 

AfNn: AE. (Peter), Jimmy, Bobbie, Chrissy, 

]. Masa, Mune, Kyo, Hiro, .. , 

K (Not developed.) 

GT: AE. sir, madam, ma'am, lady, miss, ... 

]. sensei 'sir, ma'am, you (lit. teacher),' senpai, 'sir, you (lit. scmior),' 

ozyoo- 'Miss,' oku-"madam,' ... 5 

K sensayng 'sir, ma'am, you (lit. teacher),' puin 'madam,' samo- 'madam,' 

yengkam 'sir (old man), ' ... 

PT: AE. president, chairman, doctor, professor, general, .,. 

]. syatyoo 'co. president,' katyoo 'section chief,' sensei 'teacher, professor,' 

sakanaya 'fish seller,' taiku 'carpenter,' .. _ 6 

K. taythonglyeng 'President,' sacang 'co. president,' kwacang 'section chief,' 

sensayng 'teacher,' kyoswu 'professor,' paytalpu 'postman,' mokswu 

'carpenter,' paksa 'Dr.,' .. , 

KT: AE. grandfather, mother, uncle, ... 

]. ozii- 'grandfather,' okaa- 'mother,' onii- 'older brother,' 

K halapeci 'grandfather,' emeni 'mother,' , hyeng 'older brother, ' .. , 

HonT: AE. Mr., Mrs., Miss, ... 

5 J sensei and K sensayng, both written the same in Chinese cha racters, not only denot'e 'tea
cher' or 'professor ' but ar e used as a genera l title for va rious professionals. While the J sensei 
refers primarily to respectable people, the K counterpil- rt has a much. broader. usage. 1. senpai and 
K senpay , again written th e same in character s, a re used in r efer ence t o a person, usually male 
senior in age, the J senpai being the more freque~t of the' t wo: ' , 

• Daiku a nd sakanaya in such t erms -as J daiku-san ''carp eri te'r ' anll ' s'aklinaya-san 'fi sh sell er' 
may be considered PT' s. 

1 KT' s are used not onl y to real kins but metaphoricall y to non-kins, as in J nii- san and K 
hyeng-nim 'older brother' (to a person comparable to one's older brother) , AE uncle, J ozi- san and 
K acessi 'uncle', (to a per son in manhood) , and J ozii-san and K halapeci 'grandfather' (to an old 
man) . Teknonymy is also extensively used especially in J and K, as in AE John's mother, J 
Masa-tyan no okaa- san 'Masa's mother," J' 'otoo-tytm 'honey (lit. ' - (child' s) 'dad) ,' K Yongho emeni 
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J -kakka 'your excellency,' -sama, -san 'Mr., Mrs., Miss,' -dono 'Mr. ' 

(written form),' -si 'Mr. (reference only),' -tyan (diminutive - as in 

too-tyan 'dad,' Masa-tyan 'Masa,' etc.), ... 

K. -kakha 'your excellency,' -nim, -ssi 'Mr. , Mrs., Miss,' -kwun 'Mr,' 

-yang 'Miss,' '" 

VocS: AE. (Not developed.) 

J (Not developedJ 

K. -i/0 (-i after a consonant, -0 after a vowel: usually used to pre-adult), 

-a/-ya (-a after a consonant, -ya after a vowel : usually used to child). 

Alongside the common constituent structure given in (1), there are many 

language-specific cooccurrence restrictions not only among the lexical categories given 

in (1) but among the lexical items involved, the explicit formulation of which will 

not concern us here. Suffice it to present several examples. 

(a) pp + AxT is observable only in J, as in omae-san 'you,' anata-san 'you,' 

anata-sama 'you,' donata-sama 'who?,' kotira-san 'this person.' 

(b) Occurrence of the full sequence NAME+StT+AxT is most common in K, 

as in Kim-kwacang-nim 'section chief Kim,' less so in J where, for example, 

Tanaka-katyoo-san 'section chief Tanaka' may be used m~inly by females 

while Tanaka-katyoo or katyoo-san is used by male subordinates. The full 

sequence is not allowed in AE at all, where, for example, Mr. President or 

President Reagan is acceptable but Mr. President Reagan is not. 

(c) AxT does not occur with FN in AE but may occur with it in J and K, as 

in * Mr. John, Masao -kun, and Yongho-kwun. J HonT -tyan occurs only with 

FN alone, as in Masao-tyan and Masa-tyan. K VocS occurs only with FN 

alone, as in Yongho-ya, H omin-a, and H omin-i. 

(d) KT cannot be followed by AxT in AE, while it can in J and K, as in * Mr. 

father, otoo-sama, and ape-nim. 

(e) While J sensei, whether it is a GT or a PT, cannot be followed by any 

HonT, K sensayng can occur with HonT -nim, as in *sensei -san and sensayng

nim. J senpai and K senpay 'senior' folloy.' the same pattern. 

There have been attempts to formulate 'alternation' rules which show how to 

reach proper address terms by means of a series of (binary) selectors, e.g., Ervin

Tripp (1971), Shuyand Fasold (1972), Hwang (1975), D. Lee (1975), Park-Choi (1978), 

and Ishikawa, et al. (1981). We will not go into that in this paper. 

'Yongho' s mother,' K appa 'honey (lit. (ch ild's) dad),' K apem 'son (lit. (child' s) father).' K 
poktekpang halapeci (lit . r ealtor grandfather), kokiskan acessi (lit . meat seller uncle), etc. are 
interpreted as genitive constructions where the genitive particle uy is understoqd (cf. , poktekpang 
uy hqlapeci, etc.). Examples like K Kim-ssi aces si (lit. Mr. Kim uncle) are considered appositive _ 
cOllstructions where the copulative modifier ion .is ~nderstood (cf., Kim-ssi ion acessi ). 
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2. In the discussion of the semantic and sociolinguistic aspects. of the A-R terms in 

the three languages, we follow Brown and Gilman's (196J) distinction between power 

and solidarity as two basic dimensions underlying the usage of A-R terms. As a pat

tern of human linguistic behavior, the usage of A-R terms is assumed to have two fa

cets, i.e., universality and distinctiveness, the former existing as broad abstract prin

ciples and the latter as culturally specific details. The following features, which are 

valid in the three languages but need further verification with other world languages, 
appear to be putatively universal. 

First of all, as Brown and Ford (1964: 239-40, 243) . and Slobin, et al. (1968: 

289) assume, the sociolinguistic linkage of distance and deference and of intimacy and 
condescension in personal address appears to be universal. This may be diagrammed 
as in (2) with regard to AE. 

(2) SPEAKER A SPEAKER B 

TLN <--distant-~ TLN 

deferelltial ~ 
~ condescending 

FN <----intimate--..... FN 

TLN (title and last name) expresses both distance (solidarity) and deference 

(power), and FN (first name) both intimacy (solidarity) and condescension (power). Evi

dence from J and K supports the above assumption. Thus, for example, a Japanese male 

adult may use the pronoun kimi 'you' to a friend and an inferior, while using sensei 

'you' to a stranger and a superior. A Korean male adult may use the pronoun caney 

'you' to a friend and an inferior, while using sensayng-nim 'you' to a stranger and a 

superior. We think the linkage is pragmatically and psychologically a very natural 

one in that in front of a superior or a distant acquaintance, we feel unfamiliar, for

mal, uncomfortable, and constrained, whereas in front of a subordinate or an intimate. 

we feel familiar, informal, easy, and free. In the former instance, therefore, we feel 

psychologically distant, while in the latter, psychologically close. 

Second, in general, the lower in power and the closer in solidarity, the more 

individual identity is revealed in personal address and reference. Thus, American ad

dress terms may be arranged as in · (3) in a decreasing order of psychological distance 
(cf., Brown and Ford 1964, Buren 1974).8 

8 Brown and Ford (1964) are concerned mainly with TLN and FN. As regards the variants of 
FN, they (ibid.: 236) state that male first names in AE rarely occur in full form but are almost 
always ei th er abbreviated (i.e., nicknames) or diminutized ( i.e. , affectionate nicknames) or both, 
while female first names are more often left unaltered. Buren (1974) provides an extensive treat
ment of the three FN types. He points out that while full first names are often used to one's 
bosses, 'nicknames have a connotation of masculinity and affectionate nicknames a connotation of 
feminin ity and childishness when used to adults. 
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(3) Title sequence ' (HonT & PT): e. g., Mr. President, Mr. Chairman 

Title alone (GT/ PT/KT) : e.g., sir, ma'am, miss, professor, doctor, colonel, 

grandfather, mother 
Title & last name (PT & LN or HonT & LN): e.g., President Reagan, Pro-

fessor Bender, Mrs. Martin 
Last name alone (LN): e.g., Reagan, Bender, Martin 

Full first name (FFN): e.g., Samuel, Eveline 

Nickname (Nn): e_g., Sam, Eve 

Affectionate nickname (AfNn): e.g., Sammy, Evie 

Although much more rich and complex, J and K follow the same general pattern, as 
illustrated in (4) where terms are ordered roughly in decreasing deference and / or 

distance. 

(4) JAPANESE KOREAN 

GT /PT / KT -sama GT/PT/KT-nim 
LN-sama LN-GT/PT/KT-nim 
(LN) -sensei! senpai GT/PT/KT 

FFN-sama LN-GT/PT 

GT / PT / KT -san Dr. LN 

LN-san LN-FFN-ssi 

FFN-san FFN-ssi 

(LN) -GT /PT / KT Miss/Mr. / Mrs. LN 

LN LN-kwun/ yang 

LN-kun FFN-kwun/ yang 

FFN-kun FFN-(i) 

FFN 
FFN-(y)a 

FFN-tyan 

AfNn-tyan 

At the upper extreme, a person is identified only by a broad ca,tegory such as 

a title and at the lower extreme he is maximally specified. Due to this putative uni

versal, for example, the vocative Colonel implies more distant relationship than . Colonel 

Smith, Tanaka-san is more distant than Masao-san and Sohn -kwun is more distant than 

H omin-i even when the asymmetrical interpersonal relationship remains constant. We 

also have such non-reciprocal usages of address forms as between a father and a son 

(e.g., KT-FN), and between a superior and a subordinate (e.g., PT-FN) on one 

hand, and such symmetrical usages as between strangers (e.g., GT-GT) and between 

close friends (e.g., FN-FN) on the other. Due also to this assumed universal, a child, 

who does not have any power in democratic nations, receives FN (which was not the 
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case with the children of nobilities in feudalist ic Japan and Korea)_ Thus, an adult 

and a child tend to use nonreciprocal terms, the adult usually receiving TLN, KT, or 

PT. Structurally also, the feature [+childJ is associated with the diminutive suffix -ie 

or -y in the AfNn's in AE (e.g., Bobbie, Andy, Maggie, Terry), the diminutive honorific 

suffix -tyan in J (e.g., Masa-tyan, Yurni-tyan) and the vocative suffix -(y)a in K (e.g., 

Yongho-ya, H omin-a) . 

Third, society largely reflects family structure in the use of A-R terms. As for 

the American address system, Brown and Ford (1964: 236) point out that, other things 

being equal, an elder by approximately fifteen or more years gives FN to his junior 

while receiving TLN. Similarly, Ervin-Tripp (1971: 20) states that age difference be

comes significant in America only if it is nearly the size of a generation. Similarly in 

American families, the difference of a generation becomes significant. Thus, siblings 

are considered equal and are on a mutual first name basis. In Japanese and Korean 

societies, two or three years of age difference is significant , especially within an in

group. Similarly in Japanese or Korean families, siblings are unequal and use asymmet

rical terms of -address or reference. Also, metaphorical use of such kinship terms as 

uncle, auntie, aunt, etc. in English, of ozii-san (lit. grandfather), nee-san (lit. older sister) 

etc. in J, and halapeci (lit. grandfather), acessi (lit. uncle), hyeng (lit . older brother), 

etc. in K referring to non-kins of parallel age groups supports the assumption that 

the family system is extended to society in sociolinguistic reality. 

Fourth, relatively speaking, more polite and less assertive speech is used by 

females than by males (cf., Lakoff 1975; Thome and Henley 1975; P. Brown 1976, 

1980; Kramarae 1981 ; Zimin 1981). Thus, females use polite forms much more fre

quently and have much more restricted address term repertoires than males in the 

three languages. For example, it is quite unusual for females to use bare LN without 

a title. Kramer (1975: 199) points out that American social rules permit a man, but 

generally not a woman, to call a taxi-cab driver Mac as in 'Thanks, Mac.' She (1975: 

203) also observes that female students were addressed by female salespersons as 

dear, ma' am, or miss and by male salespersons as senorita, ma' am, lady, kiddo, young 

lady, sweetie, little lady, miss, dear, lovey, or baby. Pusavat (1981) points out that Japa

nese women do not have hierarchical power terms in the lexicon. Japanese females 

do not use boku and ore 'I' and kimi, omae, kisama, and ternee 'you. ' Korean females 

do not usually use the form caney 'you' and FN-(z") due to their connotation of mas

culinity. Reynolds (1982) observes that J 'final mode' indicates that Japanese females 

talk with less assertion and more politeness. Similarly, Korean females do not usually 

use the formal deferential, familiar, and authoritative styles, which have stronger il

locutionary force than the other styles or levels (e.g., Hwang 1975, Sohn 1979, Cho 

1982, Bak 1982) . Both Japanese and Korean mothers, but usually not fathers, tend not 

to use plain verbal endings (e.g., J -da and K -la) to their adult children, using instead 
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higher endings (e. g., J -mas/ des and K -e). In (1c) it was shown that J watasi and atasi 

'I' are polite when used by males but not so when used by females, which fact also 

supports the generalization that females use more polite forms. 

Fifth, when someone is uncertain as to which address forms are appropriate to 

use due to unclear relative status and/or intimacy or conflict in criteria, he simply 

tries to avoid the use of any sort of terms until l he gains confidence. This applies 

widely in the three societies. Mdntire (1972) observes that in AE avoidance of any 

terms of address at all is much more common and occurs sooner in a relationship 

than the Brown and Ford model (1964) would indicate. For example, a young Ameri

can professor may use a zero address term to a colleague who used to be his profes

sor. Peng (1973) , through ' a survey with Japanese junior high school students, presents 

his statistical results which show a high degree of 2nd person pronoun avoidance: male 

(39.5%) and female (66.3%). Many Japanese or Korean spouses do not have proper 

terms to address each other. Hwang (1975: 43) points out that Korean parents usually 

avoid calling their married child by any name until he or she becomes a parent in 

which case teknonymy, such as apem '(child's) dad,' is commonly used. 

Sixth; in general, the power-laden person in a non-reciprocal relationship has 

more freedom in choosing appropriate address forms or in making the move in the 

direction of increasing or decreasing power or solidarity. Brown and Ford (1964) assume 

that the dyad member with superior status always initiates a move which signals 

greater intimacy in AE. Ervin-Tripp (1971: 20) mentions that "a senior alter has the 

option of dispensing the speaker from offering TLN by suggesting that he use a first 

name or by tacitly accepting first name." Our own survey with faculty and students 

at the University of Hawaii supports this assumption, in that no case is found where 

a professor uses a TLN while receiving FN from a student, whereas some 95% of the 

students surveyed receive FN from professors while giving either TLN (about 60%) or 

FN (about 40%).9 The same general principle applies to J and K. For example, it is 

usually the higher person who changes from one address term to another either due 

to developmental status or age change or for temporary code switching. The lower 

person's speech generally remains consistent without much switching allowed. 

Seventh, the younger the dyad members are and where the members are of the 

same sex, the easier it is to mutually downgrade address terms in the stabilizing 

stage. As stated by Brown and Ford (1964: 236-9) regarding AE, younger people or 

those of the same sex are more prone to sociolinguistic dynamism, the degree of 

intimacy required for the use of mutual FN being less for them than for older people 

or interlocutors of different sex. Thus, for example, two university students can reach 

9 McIntire (1972) . however, observes that the overwhe lming majority of hi s informants initi
ated FN usage while in the lower status position. 
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mutual FN basis much more easily than two professors in the three societies. Our 

recent survey with Japanese faculty members at the University of Hawaii has revealed 

that FFN-san is used in 20 cases out of a total of 319 dyad pairs and, in all these 

cases, the addressee is a female and, with the exception of one case, the speaker is 

also a female. A somewhat related principle is that the significance of age difference 

is inversely proportional to the increase of individuals' ages. 

An eighth aspect in common is what we may call the principle of the mainte

nance of initial usage, an aspect of sociolinguistic conservatism. Once address terms 

between two members are stabilized, they, in principle, continue to be used for life, 

except for some developmental modifications caused by achieved status and/ or age 

change. For example, two adult friends interact on FN basis if they first became 

friends in childhood. Two Japanese or Korean colleagues usually reciprocate honorific 

forms if they were first acquainted in adulthood. In Japan and Korea, once a prime 

minister, always a prime minister as far as personal address goes; a person, no matter 

how high his social position may have become, never changes his original A-R term 

and speech style to his former teacher. There are some exceptions to the principle of 

initial usage, as exemplified below. When a former student has become a colleague, 

two such colleagues may use mutual Nn in AE, in which case the former student 

lowers his former superior to his own status, by lowering TLN to FN. In Japan and 

Korea, the person who has elevated his position retains the previous address term as 

mentioned above, but the former superior person usually upgrades his address term 

somewhat especially in front of others but not enough to show equal status (e.g., J 

sensei<-+LN-kun to sensei<-+LN-san; K sensayng-nim<-+LN-kwun to sensayng-nim<-+LN

sensayng). A boy and a girl in Japan and Korea, as they grow old, change their 

address terms and speech styles commensurate with their age stages . . 

Finally, there is a high degree of cooccurrence restriction between the address 

term and the other honorific or pseudo-honorific elements, as well as non-verbal be

haviors (cf., Ervin-Tripp 1971: 38-45). Brown and Ford (1964: 239) argue that the usage 

of T (e.g., French tu and 13th-18th c. English thou) and V (e.g., French vous and 13th-

18th c. English ye) in some twenty languages studied in Brown and Gilman (960) fol

low essentially the same pattern as the FN and TLN, respectively. For example, 'feci

procal V begins where TLN begins in the dyad of adult new acquaintances; both reci

procal T and reciprocal FN is an expression of increased intimacy. Such examples as 

'Hi, Bob' vs. 'Good Morning, Dr. Smith' also attest to the same generalization. Sim

ilarly, observe the examples of J and K cooccurrence sets given in (5) . Their senten

tial occurrences are illustrated in (6). 

(5) Vocative Pronominal 

Ja. LN-sensei sensei 'you' 
'Mr. LN' 

Verb 

honorific 
form 

Verbal ending 

-mas/des 
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Jb. LN-san anata/anta honorific 
'Mr. LN' 'you' or plain form 

Jc. FN kimi/omae plain form 
'you' 

Ka. LN-sensayng-nim sensayng-nim honorific 
'Mr. LN' 'you' form 

Kb. LN-ssi tangsin honorific 
'Mr. LN' 'you' or plain form 

Kc. FN-(i) caney 'you' plain form 

Kd. FN-(y)a ne 'you' plain form 

(6) Ja. Tanaka-sensei, sensei mo irassyai -masu -ka? 
you also go 

'Professor Tanaka, are you going too?' 

Jc. Masao, omae mo iku-ka? 

'Masao, are you going too?' 

Ka. Kim-sensayng-nim, sensayng-nim to ka-si-pnikka? 
you also go 

'Professor Kim, are you going too?' 

Kd. Yongho-ya, ne to ka-ni? 

'Yongho, are you going too?' 

ZERO 

-da 

-pnita/yo 

-so 

-ney 

-ta 

This is tantamount to the concept of 'honorific spread, ' and is natural in that all the 

different formal and gesttlral elements conspire to express honorification toward one 

and the same referent. 

3. Under the broad semantic and sociolinguistic commonalities discussed thus far, 

language-specificity is extensive and varied; the relative importance among power and 

solidarity variables will be our main concern in this section. Dominance relationships 

or rank ordering of preference among the variables change in space and time- differing 

from one society to another and, within the same society, oscillating from generation 

to generation. Such sociocultural dynamics are assumed to be necessarily reflected in 

the bahavioral aspects of language. Observing the contemporary usages of address and 

reference terms in the three languages, we are struck by the different degrees of 

importance the three linguistic groups put on t'he variables. Notably, Americans, due 

to their relatively weak sensitivity to power, put great importance on intimacy 

solidarity. Japanese, on the other hand, put great emphasis on groupness solidarity 

and Koreans on age power. Based on our comparative observations of the structure 

and usage of A-R terms in the three languages, we tentatively propose a scheme, as 

in (7). which shows the relative sensitivity each variable receives from the three 

linguistic communities CA stands for American English; and 1. 2. and 3 indicate rela

tive ranks of decreasing sensitivity). 
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(7) POWER VARIABLES 

Kinship 

Age 

Sex 

Social status 

SOLIDARITY VARIABLES 

Groupness 

Intimacy 

Casualness 

1 2 3 

K· .. · .. J ······A 
K······J···· ··A 
J ...... K·····A 

J/ K· ·A 

j-· ····K·····A 

A······j-·····K 

A······J/ K 
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The following discussions (3. 1 through 3. 7) are intended to provide evidence In 

support of our proposal given in (7). 

3.1. Kz"nship 

Sensitiv ity of kinship in the three languages is reflected in their structure and 

usage. Thus, for example, parents and children use non-reciprocal terms of address (e.g., 

AE father<->FN; J ataa-san<->FN; K apect'<->FN-(y)a) , the father ' using the first name 

and the child using the kinship term. Our ranking as given is based on the relative 

degrees of structural complexity and usage scope of kinship address terms. For exam

ple, as mentioned earlier, American siblings and their spouses are considered equal 

and are on FN basis. The Japanese uses two categories for older siblings depending 

on the addressee's sex (i . e. , anii-san/ anee-san 'older brother/ his wife'; anee-san / anz"i-san 

'older sister/ her husband'), while receiving FN. The Korean employs four sets accord

ing to both the speaker's and the addressee's sex (i.e., hyeng-nz"m/ hyengswu 'male's 

older brother/ his wife, ' nwu-nim/ cahyeng 'male's older sister/ her husband,' appal ennz" 

'female's older brother Ihis wife,' and ennil hyengpu 'female's older sister Iher husband'). 10 

In addressing uncles and aunts, both Americans and Japanese do not distinguish either 

between father's and mother's side, between older and yonnger siblings, or between 

consanguinity and in-law, all of which are more or less differentiated in K. 
There are American families, especially in the younger generation, where par

ents allow or invite first name usage by their children (e.g., Kuno 1977: 305), which 

is never the case with Japanese or Korean families. Between Japanese and Korean 

societies, the latter seems to be more strict and conservative in kinship term usages. 

For example, a Japanese informant reports that he addresses his older brother's wife 

by FN-san and is addressed by his younger sister's husband (who is two years younger 

than himself) with FN-tyan. In K, the former case requires the kinship term hyengswu 

10 There are also kinship terms used to refer to the ego's husband's younger brother (K 
tolyen-nim) , the ego' s wife's older sister (K che-hyeng or, dialectalIy, acim-ssi) , the male ego's 
younger brother' s wife (K kyeyswu-ssi ) , etc. In K, furthermore, non-reciprocal address terms are 
frequently adhered to even between twins, the one born first being the older. 
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and the latter the kinship term hyeng-nim. 

According to an American address system proposed by Ervin-Tripp (1971: 18), 

an alter who is a kin adult of ascending generation is addressed by kinship term (KT) 

+ FN ,if (s) he is older than the ego and FN if (s) he is younger. In Japan and Korea, 

KT is maintained whether the alter is older or younger than the ego. When the alter 

is younger, however, FN often precedes KT (e.g., J Masao ozisan 'uncle Masao'; K 

Yongho samchon 'uncle Yongho'. where samchon is another term for father's younger 

brother) . 

In connection with predicative honorifics, Song (1980: 82) quotes Ooishi (1975: 

38) as saying that in post-war Japan speech forms toward senior members in the fam

ily have become less polite and children use informal sentence enders to their par

ents. Song further mentions that many parents would like to minimize the generation 

gap by conversing with their children mutually in informal speech. This is not the 

case with Korean parents who have their children use deferential forms unless the 

children are of pre-school age. 

3.2. Age 

That age is an important variable in the three languages is observed in the 

fact that an adult and a child normally use asymmetrical terms of address (e.g. , TLN 

<->FN). Koreans are the most sensitive to relative age due probably to the fact that 

respect for age is still one of the most important value orientations imbued in the 

minds of all Koreans. Not only is the age variable intrinsically correlated with K honor

ific patterns including address-reference terms, but it is, in principle, not preceded by 

any other variables except in some "face-threatening" situations. Thus, first of all, 

there are three major stages of age in K: childhood, adolescence, and adulthood (con

sisting of manhood and senescence), each stage having its influence on speech styles. 11 

Thus, a present-day Korean is addressed, as he grows older, by such forms as ne 

'you' and FN-(y)a (in childhood), caney 'you,' FN-(£) and LN-kwun/-yang (in adolescence 

or pre-adulthood), tangs in 'you,' sensayng-(nim) 'you,' LN-sensayng-nim, etc. (in adult

hood) , and elusin 'you,' noin 'you (lit. old person),' yengkam-nim 'you (male only-lit. 

lord),' halmeni 'you (female only-lit. grandmother).,' etc. (in senescence) Y The bound

aries between the age groups are so firm, and Koreans' sociolinguistic sensitivity so 

strong that, for example, an adult, whether (s)he is a professor, janitor, or beggar, 

11 Park-Choi (978) discusses the importance of the speaker variable of age, demonstrating 
that the age of the speaker himself plays a vital role in the comprehension and production of th e 
honorific system of K. She observes that an age difference reveals Ca) age-graded behavior, Cb) 
development toward the adult form, and Cc) linguistic change due to social changes such as egal
itarianism, the women's liberation movement, and the diminution of Confucianism. The develop
mental aspects of the speaker variable is not our major concern in this paper, however. 

12 Most younger generation Koreans do not have the pronouns caney and tangsin as well as 
FN- Ci) in their verbal repertoire, although they are addressed as such by the older generation, 
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receives proper linguistic deference commensurate with his age, regardlyss of the 

degree of solidarity. Similarly, children must be addressed by plain-level forms regard

less of their social and family background or solidarity. One does not degrade a 

higher age-stage person even in fighting or insulting. Age neutralizes the principle of 

the maintenance of initial usage to a c:ertain extent, especially when the dyad mem

bers are of asymmetrical relation. For example, parents, especially mothers, usually 

stop using FN when their child becomes an adult, replacing FN with either avoidance 

or teknonymy (e. g. ,apem-a '(child's) dad' and emem-a '(child's) mom'). Similarly, school 

teachers, seniors, and adult neighbors or acquaintances change FN address to the forms 

age and to adolescence instead of adult forms, hence the mutual concession between 

appropriate the priciple of irihial usage. Two close friends in childhood, however, 

maintain their mutual FN in adulthood. 

Second, age used to be overridden by kinship in cases like a young. uncle and 

an older nephew. At present, the principle of mutual deference is generally followed 

as socially the most appropriate in such conflicting cases, except perhaps in some 

very conservative rural areas. Thus, for example, a young uncle may address his 

older niece by FN-emeni '(child's) FN's mother,' while recei~ing FN-samchon 'uncle 

FN,' which are regarde~ as symmetrical. 

Third, age ' is seldom overridden by achieved status in K either. If achieved status 

is minor and age difference is significant, say, ten years or more, the age variable 

may take precedence, as in a young professor's use of sensayng-nim to a much older 

associate professor who may use sensayng in return. Different grades in Korean 

school are patterned like siblings, a higher grader functioning as an older sibling (e.g., 

FN-hyeng(-nim) ...... FN-a in a high school). A younger American boss may use FN to 

an older employee, while receiving TLN. A younger Japanese boss may address an 

older employee by such low forms as LN-kun, while receiving such high terms as syatyoo 

'company president' and katyoo 'section chief.' In Korea, the most sociallyappropri

ate and desirable practice between a younger boss an older employee is that of mutual 

deference, as in the boss's LN-sensayng-nim vs. the employee's PT-nim. Yet, an arro

gant young boss may use LN-sensayng (without -nim), while receiving PT-nim. Even 

here, such an asymmetry never goes beyond the e}ttent of the level that adulthood 

deserves. Unlike the Japanese practice, for example, LN-kwun is totally unacceptable. 

Higa's (1972: 54) observation of militant post-war Japanese students yelling at pro

fessors with the lowest pronoun omae 'you' · is inconceivable in the Korean context due 

not so much to the status difference as to the inviolability of age. 

Fourth, age is rarely overridden by interpersonal solidarity in K (i.e., groupness, 

intimacy, and informality), except for mutual downgrading between two close friends 

of approximately equal age. No matter how close or informal two asymmetrical dyad 

members are, the lower person never downgrades the higher person in address, al-
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though the higher person has much freedom in shifting address terms from one form 

to another. 

Finally, Koreans are enormously sensitive to the ages of those with whom they 

are associated, even distantly. Probably any Korean knows the ages of his or her 

friends no matter how many there are and, in the case of equal age, who was born 

first. Frequently, a Korean reveals his or her age on the initial encounter and does 

not hesitate to ask a new acquaintance about his or her age. Moreover, a younger 

Korean adult often asks an older person to lower his or her speech level in an effort 

to establish a more congenial asymmetrical power relationship based on age. 

Although to a lesser degree, age is one of the major factors determining the 

use of J honorifics (e.g:, Martin 1964, Inoue 1974, Ide 1982, among others). Thus, 

for example, Ide (1982: 368) observes that a boy jUnior in age in an activity group 

addresses a boy senior in age with LN-san or LN-senpai while receiving LN alone. Many 

Japanese mothers change the informal verbal endings used to their children to formal 

des/-mas forms when the children become adults. Also, as the table in (8) illustrates, 

J places age above intimacy, unlike AE. 

(8) A male college student wants to be addressed by: 

Distant Distant Neighbor Neighbor Professor 
adult child adult child 

A: Mr. LN Mr. LN Nn Nn Nn 

J: LN-san o-nii-san FN-san t-nii-san LN-kun 

FN-nii-san 

K: LN-kwun hyeng lLN-kwun hyeng LN-kwun 

FN-Ci) 

where J (o)-nii-san and K hyeng mean 'older brother.' 

Although reciprocity is a practice widely followed in power variable conflict In 

J, occupational rank frequently supersedes age, as we observe in the non-reciprocal 

address between a younger company president and an older employee Ce.g., syatyoo 

<->LN-kun). Song (1980: 84) states that, in addressing a child, a Japanese speaker 

sometimes even considers the rank or social stcttus of the child's parents on the 

basis of which he determines his speech form, which is not the case with Koreans 

who consistently use Iow address terms and the plain speech style to a child. While 

age difference in J functions with ·considerable strength in in-group situations where 

hierarchism predominates, it is relatively insignificant between out-group members. 

Age difference is not built into such J honorific patterns as pronouns, A-R terms, 

and honorific words and suffixes as strongly as into K patterns. Thus, J polite forms, 

as a polite mode of speech, are widely used, frequently even to children, while plain 

forms are often used to all levels of age groups, 
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As regards age in AE, children address adults by TLN or kinship terms and 

receive FN, whereas among adults, other things being equal, an elder by approxi

mately fifteen or more years gives FN to his junior while receiving TLN (Brown and 

Ford 1964: 236, R Brown 1965: 68, . Ervin-Tripp 1971: 18). Even here, age can be 

neutralized by intimacy, as pointed out by Ervin-Tripp (1971), or overridden by 

achieved status as will be discussed under 3.4. 

3.3. Sex 

It has recently been argued by many authors that women's speech is charac

terized as indicating social inequity in that women are subservient to men, thus less 

assertive in their language use. In all the three societies under comparison, however, 

power in sex appears to have been losing ground, being replaced by roles to a consid

erable extent. Yet, J seems to reveal more sensitivity to the sex variable in A-R 

terms than the other two languages, as attested in the following observations. The 

Japanese female does not usually use such low-level, power-laden personal pronouns 

as boku, ore 'I' and kimi, omae, kisama, temee, etc. 'you,' which are restricted to the 

male speaker. Thus, two intimate female friends reciprocate anata 'you,' whereas two 

intimate male friends use kimi or omae; a female · uses anata to her younger sibling, 

whereas a male uses kimi or omae to his younger sibling. Even in a quarrel with a 

stranger, females use the humblest form watakusi 'I' most frequently, while males 

usually use ore 'I' (Kurokawa 1972: 233) . As already mentioned, the same first person 

pronouns watasi and atasi have different degrees of · politeness depending on whether 

the speaker is a male or a female (Mochizuki 1980 and Ide 1982). 

In an extensive survey of J second person pronoun usages with seventy univer

sity students, Russell (1981) has found that (a) both male and female students want 

their opposite sex classmates to call them by LN-san, with some females also wishing 

to be addressed by FN, their nickname and even kimi (but not by anata); (b) most 

male students would like their girlfriends to call them by FN, and some by LN or 

anata, while women wish to be addressed by their boyfriends by FN, LN, their nick

name, kimi and omae in that order of preference (but not by anata); and (c) most 

males would like their wives to call them anata, and some by FN, while they would 

like to address their wives principally by FN, and sometimes by omae and kimi (but 

not by anata); females also wish to be addressed by omae and kimi_ 

Pusavat (1981) observes that a most common address pattern between Japanese 

spouses is that husbands call wives by names (mainly FN) and the power-laden inter

jection oi 'hey,' while wives call them by child-centered kinship terms (otoo -san, otoo

tyan, too-san, too-tyan, papa) almost exclusively. Some other terms are husbands' 

kinship terms (okaa-san, etc_) and omae 'you' and wives' anata / anta 'you.' 

Japanese females use honorific, polite or soft forms more frequently than males. 
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Thus, females usually use an honorific suffix -sama or -san after a professional title, as 

in katyoo-san 'section chief,' while males do without it, as in (LN) -katyoo, even when 

referring to a higher person. Females more frequently use kinship terms with -sama, 

hyperpolite forms in gozaimasu, soft forms like kaki nasai 'please write,' instead of 

kake, elegant forms like oisii 'is delicious' and o-heya 'room, ' instead of umai and heya 

respectively, humble forms like itadaku 'receives,' instead of morau, and euphemistic 

forms like yasumu 'to sleep,' 'instead of neru; there are devices likc -wa-yo, as com

pared with -yo (statement ending), and kasira 'I wonder' which are unique to females 

(e.g., Neustupny 1978: 235, Peng, et al. 1981, Ide 1982: 378- 82, Reynolds 1982). 

Ide (1982) speculates that just as a lower status person is more polite, women 

use more polite speech due to their lower social status and concern for good demea

nor. Ishikawa, et al. (1982: 131-2) observe that males receive more polite forms from 

females among kins due to their familial power but, among non-kins, the trend seems 
to be both sexes reciprocating address forms depending on the degree of intimacy. 

Russell (1981) observes that a majority of the students he surveyed feel a vertical 

relationship in the use of anata (47_ 1% of the students), anta (67.6%), kimi (83. 8% ), 

and omae (89.7%) in that order; yet, the most discriminatory pronouns, i.e., kimi and 

omae, are forms mostly used by males, and women prefer to be addressed by these 

pronouns rather than by anata , especially when the speaker is a boyfriend or a hus

band-indicating that Japanese males and females not only recognize inequality but 

prefer to exercise it. Earlier, we mentioned that there is a universal assumption that 

females use politer speech than males. The Japanese case seems to be a typical mix

ture of this with the trad itional power of males over females. 

Sex used to be a significant 'power variable in traditional Korea. As in J, it is 

still quite functional among kins, but unlike in J th is disparity applies, in large part, 

only to the older generation. Many older generation spouses use non-reciprocal terms, 

as in tangsin (to husband )+->caney (to wife) 'you' and appa 'dad' (to husband)+->eyi 

'hey' (to wife), while others reciprocate yepo 'honey (lit. look here)' and tangsin 

'you.' Symmetrical usage is followed in the younger generation, i. e., either mutual 

tangsin, mutual child-centered kinship terms (appa vs. emma 'mom'), or mutual caki 

'you (lit. self),' where caki , as a recent innovat ion among young people, is never 

used as a vocative. Frequently, daughters-in-law are addressed by a lower term (e. g., 

yey-ya 'child,' ne 'you,' or emem-a '(child's) mom' + plain style) than sons-in-law (e.g., 

yepokey 'look here, ' caney 'you,' or LN-sepang 'bridegroom LN'+familiar style). Young

er generation Koreans do not, in general, seem to be conscious of power in sex dif

ference , especially in cities. 13 

. 13 Bak (1982) makes interesting observations with regard to Korean females' language vis-a-vis 
th ose of Korean males and Amercian females coverin g the areas of phonology, lexicon, syntax, 
semantics, and pragmatics. He points out many characteristics of fema les' speech as related to 
politeness and expressiveness. 
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Although not to the same extent as J, Korean females also use more polite forms 

of speech in their daily life than males: less use or non-use of the pronouns tangsin and 

caney 'you,' more metaphorical use of kinship terms to non-kins, less use or non-use 

of the formal deference level in favor of the informal deference level, soft exclama

tions, etc. 

Aside from inherent sex roles (e.g., use of Mrs., Miss, madam, etc. as com

pared with Mr., sir) and the universal assumption that females use more polite speech 

than males, the sex variable does not seem to be very significant in America as far 

as address terms are concerned (cf. , R. Lakoff 1975, Kramer 1975, Kuno 1977, Kra

marae 1981, and others). Contemporary Americans' egalitarianism does not seem to 

allow power discrimination in address usages between male and female . 

3. 4. A chieved Status 

As for the achieved power variables, whether occupational or social, the pnVl

leged person in a dyad, other things being equal or free from conflict, usually re

ceives higher address forms from the less privileged, while giving lower forms, 

although mutuality is frequently observed in such encounters ' especially when the less 

privileged person is older. Such asymmetry is observed among people in the hierarchical 

ranks of a public or private organizat ion and among people in relative social statuses 

as between a person in a socially recognized professional field (e.g., a professor, a 

doctor, a lawyer, a politician, a company executive, a high-ranking government or 

military officer , etc.) and a person who is not in such a field. This is illustrated in 

(9) where only the most common usages are cited. 

(9) EMPLOYER <->EMPLOYEE 

A: TLN } 
FFN,Nn ..... Nn 

J: Phn ) rN-PT 
LN-PT <-> LN-kun 
PT LN-san 

[

LN-PT 
K: (LN) PT-nim <-> LN-sensayng 

Mr. / Miss LN 

CONGRESSMAN <->FIREMAN 
A: TLN 
J: sensel 

<-> Nn 
<-> LN-san 

PROFESSOR <->STUDENT 

A : TLN) 
Nn <->Nn 

J : (LN) -sense i<---> /LN, LN-kun 
LN-san (female) 

K : (LN)-SenSayng-nimj <-> /LN-kwun 
(LN)-kyoswu-nim LN-yang 

·prof.' . 

K: uywen-nim <-> LN-PT, LN-sensayng 

Various evidence shows that J and K are much more sensitive to achieved 

status than AE. The two languages are on a par with each other sharing many power

related aspects. F irst, both J and K have an open-ended set of professional titles 
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(PT's) that are used as address terms, while AE is limited in this respect. Americans 

also use military and police ran!{s as address terms, as in general, colonel, captain, 

lieutenant, etc. This sort of practice pervades all kinds of public and private social 

organizations in Japan and Korea, as in J katyoo and K kwacang.nim 'division chief.' 

Second, both Japanese and Koreans are extremely status-conscious in daily 

human interactions. They are eager to receive and give power-laden titles as much 

as possible, rather than just names with an honorific suffix. Very frequently, the 

highest professional title one has had is used even though he is no longer in that 

position. Moreover, name cards in which one's detailed professional positions are 

specified are extensively used to exchange information regarding each other's achieved 

status. Also, characteristic non-verbal behaviors (mainly gestures) reflect interper

sonal status differences. 

Finally, asymmetrical use of address terms based on achieved status is not 

neutralized by such solidarity variables as intimacy or informality of the situation in 

either J or K. Unlike in AE, a superior is never downgraded in address or reference 

by solidarity. While no dynamism is allowed, achieved status is sociolinguistically 

ignored, at least in private, if a superior and a subordinate are intimate friends (of 

about equal age) whose friendship began in childhood or in adolescence. This is due 

to the principle of maintenance of initial usage which strongly applies to both J and 

K. For example, a professor and a graduate student use mutual terms such as J kimi 

'you' and K caney 'you' if they were college classmates. 

It is not easy to rank order between J and K in terms of achieved power sen

sitivity. If at all , K may slightly outweigh J in that Koreans use more hierarchically 

diversified address terms than Japanese and the honorific suffix is obligatory in K 

but opt ional in J professional titles when the addressee is a superior (e.g., J LN

syatyoo vs. K LN-sacang-nim 'president LN'; J sensei vs. K sensayng-nim 'professor'). 

One might propose that a younger J boss's use of kimi 'you' and LN-kun to an older 

subordinate while receiving PT-san and a younger K boss's being on mutual terms 

with an older subordinate provide evidence for the opposite point of view. However, 

the Japanese practice is attributable to the strong inclination toward group conscious

ness, as we will see later, whereas the Korean practice is due to Koreans' precedence 

of age as we have already observed. 

As regards AE, Brown and Ford (1964: 236) maintain that the nonreciprocal 
address patterns are generated by a difference of occupation and a difference of age. 

They consider three relations of occupational status as .significant: (a) a relation of 

direct and enduring subordination (e. g., employer-employee, officer-enlisted man), 

(b) that of direct but temporary subordination (e.g., customer-waiter/sales-clerk), 

and (c) that of indirect but enduring status difference (e.g., US SenatorHfireman). 

In each of these relations, a superior may say FN to an inferior while receiving 
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TLN. As already mentioned, achieved status takes precedence over age in the deter

mination of deference in the AE address system. Thus, in dyads where the elder has 

the humble occupation, address follows occupational rank, rather than relative age 

(Brown and Ford 1964: 267; Slobin, et al. 1968). Brown (1965: 69) provides a case 

where 30-year-old executives used FN to 60-year-old janitors, while receiving TLN. 

In spite of all this, Americans are not as status-conscious as Japanese or Koreans, as 

we have seen. Furthermore, solidarity, especially intimacy, takes precedence over 

achieved status in many cases, as will be elaborated on under 3. 6., although one 

sociolinguistic rule is, as Brown (1.nd Ford (1964: 240) put it, that "the gate to lin

guistic intimacy is kept by the person of higher status" in the case of a clear status 

difference. 

3. 5. Groupness 

Sociolinguistic distinctions between in-/ out-groupness and the intimacy variable 

are not easy to' draw because in many cases they are coterminous or interlocking. 
Thus, for example, Martin (1964) does not include the intimacy variable in determin

ing the choice of J and K honorific levels but considers only position, age difference 

sex difference, and out-groupness. Tsujimura (1968), on the other hand, does not 

include a separate groupness variable in his five sets of determining irelationships in 

J: above/ below oneself in social status (e. g., keigo to superior in office), solidarity / 

non-solidarity or intimacy/non-intimacy relationships (e.g., keigo at a ' first meeting), 

benefactor/ beneficiary relationships (e.g., keigo to customers), superiorityjinferiority 

relationships (e.g., keigo to officers), and formality / informality of the setting (e.g., 

keigo at a public lecture). Conceptually, the groupness variable is socially oriented, 

being related to group consciousness, and the intimacy variable is individually oneat

ed, being related to individualism. 

More or less group consciousness may be observable in any society, but, among 

the three languages at hand, it is most distinctly reflected in ]. The concept of 

groupness in terms of relative uti (ins ide) and soto (outside) is the strongest in 

Japanese language and cognitive culture, with the family as the basic ingroup unit. 

Owing to its particularly important sociolinguistic impact, many works on J honorifics 

touch on the subject (e.g., Mart in 1964, Yamanasi 1974, Ohno 1975, Suzuki 1975, 

Monane 1976, Niyekawa 1977, Neustufmy 1978, Song 1980, and Ide 1982, among 

others). We consider the following points to be particularly pertinent to groupness 

in J. 
First, due to the strong sensitivity to groupness, the Japanese speaker equates 

the status of an in-group member more or less with his own when talking to an out

group member, by using the appropriate term when referring to that member. One 

structural characteristic unique to J is the existence of a set of plain kinship terms 
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which are not used for address but which are used exclusively for reference to in-. 

group members (cf., Belu and Norbeck 1958). When referring to in-group members 

or others' kins, a set of honorific terms are used, as shown in (l0) . 

(10) REFERENCE TO IN-GROUP 
KINS TO OUTSIDERS 

sohu 

sobo 

titi 

haha 

ozi 

oba 

ani 

ane 

kanai 

ADDRESS TO IN-GROUP KINS OR 
REFERENCE TO OTHERS' KINS 

ozii -sama/-san 'grandfather' 

obaa-sama/ -san 'grandmother' 

otoo-sama/ -san 'father' 

okaa-sama/ -san 'mother' 

ozi-sama/ -san 'uncle' 

oba-sama/ -san 'aunt' 

onii -sama/ -san 'older brother' 

onee-sama/ -san 'older sister' 

oku-sama/ -san 'w ife' 

(used only for others' w ives) 

In general, the suffix -sama is used when a superior addressee's kins are refer

red to and -san is used to address ingroup members or to refer to inferior addressee's 

kins or kins of the same status. 

Let us compare the typical sociolinguistic behaviors of secretar ies in the three 

societies. An American secretary may use FN to her boss but refers to him by TLN 

when talking to an outsider; a Japanese secretary uses such respectab le terms as PT

san to her boss but refers to him as PT or bare LN when talking to an outsider; 

and a Korean secretary uses PT-nim consistently. In the case of AE, the intimacy 

var iable often outweighs age or rank in a face-to-face interact ion in an informal 

setting, hence often FN to her boss. With an outsider, the s ituation becomes formal 

where depersonalizat ion is imperat ive for the speaker to show psychologica l indepen

dence or objectivity, hence the use of terms devo id of personal intimacy. In J, rank 

outweighs the other variables in an ingroup sett ing, . but due to the precedence of 

groupness, the speaker should equate the status of an in group member with her own 

when talking to an outsider, hence the use of a lo,¥er reference term. In K, groupness 

is much weaker than in J and, as in ] , de- int imatizat ion is redundant because the 

secretary uses a distance term to her boss anyway. All this may he schemat ized as 

III (IO. 

(11) ADDRESS REFERENCE: de- intimat izat ion out-groupness 14 

A: FN--upgrade- ->TLN 

]: PT-san- downgrade-> PT / LN 

K: PT-nim----- ->PT-nim 

+ 
(+) 

(+) 
+ 
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If the outsider in the above case is a family member of her boss, the American 

secretary will still use TLN unless the family member is her close friend in which 

case she may use FN; the Japanese secretary should use the high form PT-san, now 

that the boss and the addressee belong to a close ingroup from which she is excluded 

as an out-group member, hence the relativity of groupness. The Korean secretary 

will use PT-nim consistently. 

Second, as Neustupny (1978: 218) points out , the privileged member of such 

pairs as boss-employee, customer-shop attendant, and teacher-pupil cannot use infor

mal forms unless they are in-group members. For example, only an in-group boss can 

use kimi 'you' and LN-kun to an employee, even if the employee is older than him 

self. As Pusavat (1981) also observes, names (LN or FN) without any title in J are 

used only among in-group members, as between two high school students or by a sen

ior member of a group to a junior member. T he Japanese also use less polite first 

person pronouns to in-group members, as observed by Kurokawa (1972: 231-2) who 

points out that his subjects use different patterns depending upon whether the ad

dressee is a stranger or a parent: to strangers are used watakusi-watasi-boku (by men) 

and watakusi-watasi-atasi (by women); while to parents are used boku-ore-watasi 

(by men) and atasi-watasi-watakusi (by women), in that order of frequency. 

Third, as Suzuki Cl 975: 129-206) and Monane (1976: 80) touch on , Japanese 

parents, in talking with their children at any age, refer to themselves by using the 

kinship terms by which their children address them, i. e., 'otoo-san, etc. American and 

Korean parents do this but only when the child is still in childhood. Similarly, the 

Japanese elementary school teacher refers to herself in the way that students address 

her, i. e., sensei. The American teacher does not do this, but the Korean elementary 

school teacher often does. Use of such in-group sensitive terms never occurs with 

out-group members. 

Finally, ingroup-outgroup distinction is also relevant to the other aspects of the 

J honorifics, especially in connection with the usage of -des/ -mas endings. Moreover, 

code switching seems to be much more frequent among in-group members (cf. , Niyekawa 

1977) . Donatory verbs function differently depending on the groupness of the object 

of the verbs (e.g., Martin 1964, Dunbar 1973, Kuno 1973: ch. 9, and Shinoda 1981). 

To a much less degree, K also reveals groupness in various honorific expres

sions. For example, finer age grades are sociolinguistically significant within ingroup 

members as shown by the non-reciprocal address term usage between a senior and a 

junior with one or two years of age difference in a school or a club. Address terms 

14 Regarding the case of J, Neustupn y's (1978: 227) proposal is relevant: 

+superior referent ------>[ # - honorific#] 
[ 

+ outgroup addreSSee] 

- outgroup r eferent #... # 
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may be downgraded among ingroup members, either mutually or unilaterally. An ex

ample of unilateral downgrading is that: when two adults CA and B) meet each other, 

they will use reciprocal terms such as sensayng-nim; when they find out that they 

belong to the same company and A is higher and older, then non-reciprocal address 

may result as in sensayng-nimf->sensayng; and when A discovers that B is his fr iend's 

brother, he may further switch from sensayng to caney 'you' and LN-kwun. 

In AE, groupness solidarity seems to function marginally at best. Due probably 

to in-groupness, two newly introduced colleagues observe reciprocal FN from the be

ginning, rather than TLN which is more appropriate between two out-group persons 

at their initial encounter. Out-group members, however, move fas t to the mutual FN, 

attesting to the transience of the groupness variable in America. The strong indivi

dualistic value orientation of Americans also appears to contribute to making group

ne ss rather insignificant. 

3.6 . Intimacy 

AE is most sensitive to intimacy. In other words, Americans' low sensitivity to 

power variables allows intimacy to easily override power, as attested to in such cases 

as the following. First of all, other things being equal, the adult status of interlocu

tors is most aptly overruled by intimacy in. AE. The interlocutors of an adult dyad 

of equal status may begin with reciprocal TLN when the acquaintance is new but 

may, in several minutes of conversation, advance to reciprocal FN. This degree 

of intimacy will never cause any address shift in J or K even between in-group 

adults. 

Secondly, rank power is also superseded by intimacy in AE. As Brown and 

Ford (1964: 240-1) point out, the dynamic usage of English address between persons 

of unequal rank makes a pattern in time of the following sort, with , for simplicity's 

.sake, only TLN and FN and an adult dyad taken into account: 

(1 2) 

0/; . » 
TLN 

FN 1 r TLN 
>< u 
-< 
::E FN >-< 
E-< ( ~ 
Z 
>-< 

+ Stage I Stage IT S tage nr 

TIME 

For example, a professor and a graduate student may use reciprocal TLN at 

their initial stage of acquaintance, in which case status difference does not linguisti-
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cally surface, being superseded by [- intimacy]. Sooner or later, the professor "extends 

the hand of friendship" by using FN, but the student continues with the TLN for 

some time. Only in this second stage does the in~quality of status become linguistically 

overt. · As their relationship continues, their intimacy may grow to such an extent that 

they mutually exchange FN, in which case status difference again is superseded, this 

time by mutual [ + intimacy]. Therefore, status difference becomes linguistically sig

nificant, as in stage n, only if the superior person "enhances the value" of the infe

rior by intimate association with himself, while the inferior person still feels con

strained, not being in a position to "diminish the value" of the superior by intimate 

association with himself. Viewed in this way, even the second stage is regarded as 

dominated half-way by the intimacy dimension, with the other half dominated by 

power in AE. Needless to say, not every dyad of status difference passes through all 

three stages. One may begin at stage I and proceed to stage n and stop there. One 

may begin at stage n and stop there or proceed to stage B!. In general, the normative 

lag in intimacy depends on the degree of status disparity between the members of 

the dyad and their relative personalities. In any case, it is a fact that the intensity 

of intimacy leads to mutual FN between a dyad of asymmetrical ranks, which is 

never the case in J and K. 

Third, different sociolinguistic manifestations of address terms in marked situa

tions, such as when the speaker is drunk or angry, provides additional evidence in 

support of our claim that the intimacy dimension precedes the other variables to a 

considerable extent in the use of AE. It seems universal that drunken adults tend to 

downgrade their usual address terms due to their increased intimacy. However, an angry 

American tends to upgrade address terms, e.g., from AfNn-+Nn-+FFN--+FFN+LN--+ 

T + FFN + LN, etc. depending on the degree of anger. For example, a recent "Blondie" 

comic (Nov. 28, 1982, HONOLULU ADVERTISER) begins with "DAGWOOD! Help 

me!" and ends with "BUM STEAD, you are fired!," both uttered by Mr. Dithers, 

Dagwood Bumstead's boss. In the same comic, Mrs. Dithers screams at her husband, 

"Julius Dithers .. . LET ME OUT!" All these examples can be construed as a process of 

de-intimatization, which presupposes that many different degrees of intimacy are im

bued in the different forms of American names. Angry Japanese tend to downgrade 

address terms, as in sensei--+anata-+omae-+temee-+kisama 'you;' etc., as the anger is 

intensified. If, however, the dyad members are in an intimacy/condescension relation

ship, they tend to slightly upgrade addess terms, e.g., from omae or kimi to anata. 

Japanese husbands in the negative emotional state use such terms of inherent power 

as omae 'you' and oi 'hey' more frequently than FN to their wives. In this case, 

both condescension (in terms of power) and distancing (in terms of solidarity) seem to 

be simultaneously intended. Angry Koreans also tend to downgrade address terms, as 

in sensayng-nim--+sensayng--+tangsin-+ne 'you,' etc. Koreans hardly ever upgrade address 
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terms, the only exception being when an angry speaker (an adult or a child) some'

times uses FN alone without the vocative suffix -(y) a to a child addressee. These facts 

may be shown in (13). 

(13) ADDRESS TERMS POWER 

HIGH DEFERENCE 

angry J/ K 

L 
LOW CONDESCENSION 

SOLIDARITY 

DISTANCE 

drunken t 
A/J/ K I 

I r i 
L angry A, J, and K 

INTIMACY 

What figure (13) shows is that intimacy overrides power in AE which 1S not 

the case with J and K. It further shows that J is slightly more sensitive to solidarity 

than K is. 

Fourth, sociolinguistic intimacy even permeates kins in the use of American 

address terms. Aside from the fact that, unlike J and K, mutual FN is used between 

siblings or cousins, even a member of the ascending generation receives FN if he is 

younger than the speaker (Ervin-Tripp 1971: 18). Americans frequently use mutual FN 

with in-laws, including parents-in-law, and some 'progressive' parents may even invite 

their children to use FN. 

Fifth, unlike in J and 1(, American FN is structurally differentiated into FFN, 

Nn, and AfNn (e.g., Robert , Bob, and Bobbie), each associated with a different degree 

of intimacy. J has FFN and AfNn (e.g., Masao and Masa-tyan), with Nn recently be

coming fairly fashionable among high school students. 1(, on the other hand, has only 

FFN. As Brown and Ford (1964) also point out, a well-known characteristic of lan

guage is that lexical or structural differentiation of a semantic field is proportional to 

the importance of that field to the linguistic community. This means that FN is im

portant to Americans, but our immediate question is 'important in what way?' If 

American individualism is the determining factor, FFN should have been sufficient. 

In accordance with universal assumptions mentioned earlier, condescension and inti 

macy, in addition to individual identity, are assotiated with FN. We have seen that 

the influence of condescension is minimal due mainly to the egalitarian value orien

tation of Americans. It is our view that the importance of intimacy has led to the 

structural differentiation in question so that intimacy may be minutely subdivided. 

Finally, it seems that Americans' most commonly used pattern of nominal ad

dress for smooth social interaction is Nn, as compared with LN-san in J and LN

sensayng-nim in K. T or TLN can come down to Nn as intimacy grows, while male 

children's AfNn moves up to Nn when they pass childhood. Whether reciprocal or 

not, Nn is a term with which the speaker feels most comfortable, friendly, and inti-
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mate, yet without any connotation of the affection, childishness, or femininity that 

AfNn has. It is the term of the highest frequency and widest soci<:ll scope among 

FN's (cf., Buren 1974). Striving to attain friendliness and egalitarianism, Americans 

prefer to use Nn not because it contains the sense of condescension, which is mini

mal, but because it is intimacy-loaded (cf., the second putative universal discussed in 

section 2). 

As has been alluded to in the above, J and K are much less sensitive to inti

macy due mainly to relative emphasis on power variables; K appears to be more so 

than]. Yet, in quite a few cases, intimacy is reflected in these two languages too. 

Our own survey shows that, in a college setting, Japanese adults, especially 
females, manage slowly to arrive at mutual or asymmetrical FN-san if in group inti

macy becomes considerably deep, whereas speakers of standard K hardly ever allow 

such LN to FN dynamism. At best, Korean adults may proceed from LN-sensayng

nim->LN-sensayng--->LN-hyeng (lit. older brother: males only) as their intimacy grows. 

Both in J and K, sociolinguistically reciprocal intimacy occurs only between two 

ingroup power equals, e.g., Classmates, activity friends, co-workers, colleagues, etc., 

which is a fact not shared by AE. 

3. 7. Casualness 

Not only address terms but the other areas of honorifics, choices of (formal or 

informal) lexical 'items, and modes of speech (e.g., careful vs. casual or elliptical) are 

all correlated with formality in different interactional settings. Needless to say, all 

the three linguistic groups are sensitive to the casualness-formality variable. Casual 

vs. formal occasions are somewhat equivalent to and correlated with intimate vs. 

distant situations on one hand and in-group vs. out-group situations on the oth~r. In 

a formal situation, intimacy or being personal has to be replaced by psychological 

distance, objectivity, or depersonalization. Intimacy or in-groupness between interlocu

tors usually warrants more casualness, while distance or out-groupness generally 

brings about a formal setting. For example, in the context of a very formal social set

ting such as a national conference, a wedding or funeral ceremony, Of a public lecture, 

one usually switches his usual address pattern even to an intimate persosn, e. g., horn 

FN to TLN in AE, from LN, LN-kun, k imi 'you,' FN-san, etc. to LN-san in J, and 

from LN-hyeng (lit. older brother LN), 'caney 'you,' FN-(z), etc. to LN-sensayng-nim in 

K. When an out-group member is a part of the conversation, two in-group members 

may behave as if they were out-group members. Thus, in a formal meeting with stu

dents, two professors usually switch their address terms, e.g., from AE FN to Dr. 

LN, J LN-san to LN-sensei, and K LN-sensayng to LN-sensayng-nim. Kurokawa (1972: 

235) observes that a Japanese son calling himself ore 'I' when he is talking to his fa

ther changes to higher (humble) terms like watakusi to his father if someone else who 
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either is socially higher than his father or is not intimate is present. 

Americans are most sensitive to casualness. Americans pass by strangers say

Ing 'Good Morning,' 'Hello,' or 'Hi' or at least smiling to them. This is never the 

case in Japan or Korea. Two American strangers easily break the ice on their first 

encounter, rapidly advancing to the FN basis. Out-group members in Japan and Korea, 

not to mention strangers, are mutually on formal terms for a long time, sometimes 

for ever. Our survey show~ that quite a few American students, especially graduate 

students, who use TLN to their professors either in class or at office, change their 

terms to FN either in church or at picnic. This does not apply at all to Japanese 

and Koreans. It is also observed that for FN to be changed to TLN in AE, a meeting 

or conference must be extremely formal. FN is maintained in most American profes

sional or administrative meetings, whereas address change to more formal forms 

easily occurs in meetings in Japan a~d Korea, even in small-scale intramural ones. 

These opposing tendencies suggest Americans' sensitivity to casualness or informality 

and Japanese and Koreans' sensitivity to formality. 

Various reference term switches due to different degrees of situational formality 

roughly follow the patterns illustrated above. For example, an American husband 

refers to his wife by FN in front of his colleague. In the same situation, a Japanese 

or Korean husband would say J kanai '(my) wife' or K wuli cip sa/am 'my wife (lit. 

person of our house),' even though, in the case of J, he addresscs his wife by FN. 

Casualness vs. formality is certainly an interesting area to investigate, but time and 

space have not allowed us to take it up in detail. 

4. Although there are some proposals regarding each language's order of preference 

among the variables (e.g., Martin 1964, Brown and Gilman 1974, Park-Choi 1978), we 

found it very difficult to determine it rigorously not only because of the lack of 

more extensive and firm stat istical data on . usages in many varieties of social set

tings but because of the interlocking nature of the variables (e.g., use of an address 

term or a speech style may result from the consideration of the combined age, sta

tus, groupness, intimacy, formality, etc.). Moreover, as shown in such alternation 

rules as those proposed by Ervin-Tripp (1971); Hwang (1975), and Ishikawa, et al. 

(1981), different precedence hierarchies may be envisaged depending on the nature of 

addressees and speech situations. If, for example, the addressee is a child in an infor

mal situation, age is the first and only consideration at least in AE and K. If the 

addressee is a member of one's company, achieved status may be the first considera

tion in all three languages. 

In spite of the fact that all three societies are democratic, it seems obvious that, 

compared with Americans, Japanese and Koreans are much more hierarchically orient

ed, as is evidenced by language behaviors, let alone by linguistic structure. Some 
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social anthropologists emphasize the sensitivity of the Japanese to rank order, i.e., 

to the status he holds in relation to the alter on a hierarchical scale, arguing that 

Japanese relate better to people of higher or lower status than to people of the same 

status (e.g., Nakane 1970, Lebra 1976). This is also true with Koreans (e.g. , K. Lee 

1977). Americans, on the other hand, are described as people who place much value 

on equality in all walks of life (e.g. , Stewart 1981). Between Japanese and Koreans, 

we tend to regard the latter as having slightly stronger hierarchical consciousness, 

as has been observed thus far. 

Finally, it must be pointed out that sociolinguistic reality is dynamic; a num

ber of new developments in both J and K point to a tendency toward a levelling off 

of the traditional sharp power consciousness, gradually narrowing down the disparity 

In v alue or·entations that exist between America on one hand and Japan and Korea 

on the other (e.g., Inoue 1974, NLRL 1981, Hwang 1975, Park-Choi 1978, Suh 1979, 

Sohn 1981, and Pusavat 1981).15 
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